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High Precision, Hiqh Speed Analoq/Diqital LSI Techniques

Introducti

on

to achieve analog-digital bipolar LSI functions
better than 0.lU analog accuracies at speeds of 50-100 MHz. This
performance leve'l is achieved by directing attention at the process' device,
and circuit level. High speed requires small junction areas for low capacitance, in contradiction to the large junctions normally necessary for device
matching. Proper choice of circuit techniques minimizes this conf'lict'
coupled with a judicious choice of device geometries. A monolithic thin fjlm
cermet resistor technology and an ion implanted bipolar transistor form the
processing base for achieving the stated perfoymance levels at LSI comp'lexity
levels (2500-3500 devices per die).
Techniques have been developed

which provide

Process/Devi ce Description

circuit devices are shown in Figure l. Doping is control]ed by
ion implanting a 0.5 um boron base and a 0.3 um arsenic emitter. Ion implantation provides the control necessary to achieve transistor beta matching of
l% and Vgg matching of 0.'l mv. The use of arsenic offers additional diffusion
control ind an optimum doping profile fo.r high f1 values, low rg', and excellent
matching. A recut emitter process uses a 4x6 um emitter contact, with 3 um
mask-to-mask spacing. Positive photoresist, contact printing, and hard chrome
masks assure tight dimensiona'l contro'|. This results in matched transistors
with fT = 2 GHz at VCB = 0 vo'lts, and CCB = 0.3 pf at Vgg = 0 volts.
The integrated

High accurac.y, low parasitic cermet (Cr.SiO) ttrin film resistors are evaporated.
An intermediate film of molybdenum is used for precisely patterning the resistott
and is removed after cermet etching. This results in batch fabricated resistors
with better than .05% matching and .02pflmil2 parasitic capacitance to substrate.
Individual resistors can be laser annealed to trim to better than .0I% for
even higher accuracies. The use of cermet allows tailoring of sheet resistance
to provide a constant power-delay product over a wide frequency range, 'leaving
the semiconductor processing undisturbed. Sheet resistances can be varied from
100

to

1000 ohms per square.

A two-level aluminum interconnect system gives lob, parasitic capacitance and
the layout f'lexibility needed to optimize the design for minimum interconnect
capacitance and optimum thermal characteristics.

Circuit Description
Analog-to-digital converters have been designed and fabricated with these techniques with the following characteristics: I bit t l/4 LSB, ]Q llq., l.0 bit
have
t 1/4 LSB, 5 Ms., and 12-bit t l/4 LSB,2 ils. The 8 bit and l0 bit diffusions
been obtained with good yield by simple batch fabrication techniques. The '12
bit design requires laser resistor trinming. Figure 2 shows the block diagram
of these s!ngle bit feedback, successive approximation converters. A strobed
comparatorr is used with a small signal tracking gain of four and a positive
feedback hold mode which synthesizes infinite gain for creating a ditital
decision. In the l0 bit design, this provides a set-up time of I nsec. and a
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oropagation delay of 4 nsec., resolving a LSB of 2.0 mv. A D/A uses ten
equally weighted current sources switched into a 200 ohm R-2R ladder network.
Each cument source de'livers 7,7 na. and results in a D/A sett'linq time of l0
nsec. The low parasitic capacitance of the 'ladder resistors nlay an important
factor in this high speed response. The precision current source transistors
and emitter resistors have oversized geometries to minimize emors. This is
convenient since these devices are not switched. The D/A latch adds another
I nsec. delay resulting in a tota'l loop delay of 16 nsec. The entire conversion cycle requires 12 time bins and takes less than 200 nsec. Figure 3 shor^rs
a reconstructed ramp, visually demonstrating the linearity of this converter.
There are no missing codes at the specified sample rate.
Device accuracy measurements have not been taken, however, the major sources of
emor include: resistor ratios, VBE matching, beta matching, co'llector output
impedance, and thermal differentiaTS. The overall A/D linearity has been measured to'less than 0.4 LSB, RSS over the temperature range of -30oC to 65'C at
a sample rate of 5 Ms./sec.

level differential 'logic2 is used throughout to achieve optimum polver-de'lay
product. This logic form provides from 4 to 6 times 'lower power than standard
ECL techniques. The 10 bit converter described consequently draws 2.7 watts

Low

of

power.

Concl usi ons

It is evident that with careful engineering techniques at a processins,

device

circuit design'level, accuracies of better than 0.1% can be achieved at
clock rates of 60 Ms./sec.
and
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